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A two-dimensional analytic tidal model for a narrow

estuary of arbitrary lateral depth variation' The
intratidal

motion

ChunyanLi and Arnoldo Valle-Levinson
Centerfor CoastalPhysicalOceanography,
Old DominionUniversity,Norfolk,Virginia

Abstract.

An innovative method is introduced to solve a two-dimensional, depth-

averagedanalyticmodelfor narrowestuariesor tidal channels
with arbitrarylateral
depth variations. The solutionis valid if the lateral variationof the amplitudeof
tidal elevation(IAal) is small,i.e., IAal << a, wherea is the amplitudeof the tidal
elevation. This assumptionis supportedby a 60-day observationof elevation in
the JamesRiver Estuary usingpressuresensorsat both sidesof a crosssectionof

the estuary.The error introducedby the solutionis of the orderof IAal/a, which
has a maximum of • 5% in the James River Estuary. The propagation of the

tidal wave(elevation)is thereforeessentially
one-dimensional
(alongthe estuary),
regardlessof the depth distribution,whereastidal velocity has a strongtransverse
shear and is three- dimensionalin general. Dozensof depth functionsin six groups
of various forms are used to calculate the solution. The tidal velocity is highly
correlatedwith the bathymetry. The largestamplitude of the along-channelvelocity
is in the deepest water. The phase of the along-channelvelocity in the shallow
water leads that in deep water, causinga delay in time of flood or ebb in the deep
water. The transversevelocity is generally small in the middle of a channel but
reachesits maximum over the edgesof bottom slopes. The depth function has a
significanteffect on the ellipticity and the senseof rotation of the tidal ellipses.
By fitting the observedphase of semidiurnal tide in the James River Estuary to
the phaseof the momentumequation,we have obtainedoptimal valuesof the drag

coefficient:
1.5 x10-a and 1.8 x10-a for the springand neaptides,respectively.
Then we apply these valuesof the drag coefficientand the model to the JamesRiver
Estuary usingthe real bathymetry. Resultsshowremarkableagreementbetweenthe
observationsand the model along the transectsfor both spring and neap tides. The
cross-channelphase differenceof the along-channelvelocity between the channel
and the shoal is found to be • i hour, a value consistent with that from the model.
The model-estimatedlateral variation of elevationis 2.5% of the tidal amplitude,
which is slightly smaller than the observedvalue.

1.

Introduction

rivers[Lamb,1932;IppenandHarleman,1961;Officer,
Tidal motion in estuaries is induced by tidal waves 1976]. Here a "narrow"estuaryis one with a width
smallerthan the barotropicRossbyradiusR = x/-•/f,

generatedin the ocean and propagatedinto shallowwater. This is often referred to as the "cooscillatingtide."
One of the most quoted earliest studies on the cooscil-

lating tide was that of Taylor [1921]. Taylor's work
showedthat a cooscillatingtide in a semi-enclosed
basin
with rotation was a superpositionof an incident Kelvin
wave, a reflected Kelvin wave, and Poincar• waves. If
the effect of rotation is small, this cooscillatingtide degeneratesto simple incident and reflected waves which
are applicable to problems of narrow estuariesand tidal
Copyright 1999 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
Paper number 1999JC900172.

0148-0227/99/ 1999JC900172509.00

whereg, h, andf arethe acceleration
dueto gravity,the
water depth, and the Coriolisparameter,respectively.
The classic tidal wave solutions found in standard

textbooks[e.g.,Lamb,1932;Derant,1961;Proudman,
1953; Officer,1976]are for simplebathymetryconfigurations,mostly constantdepth problems.Tides, however, like many wave phenomena,can be complicated
by at least two factors: the nonlinearitiesand variable
water depth. For problemsof strong nonlinearities,an
analytical study is often too difficult to accomplishregardlessof the depth distribution. In a weakly nonlinear problem of cooscillatingtide in an estuary, the
effect of nonlinearities

is of second order while the vari-

able depth can generatea first-ordereffect. Thus the
23,525
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first-order problem will be linear and usually tractable.
However,only a handful of generalwaveproblemswith
simple bottom topographieshave been resolved.These
problemsare mostly frictionless,vorticity free, and rep-

2.

Formulation

We use a model geometrysimilar to that of Li and

O'Donnell[1997]:The modelis straightand hasparallel
sideboundaries.However,hereweallowan arbitrary
resentedby velocitypotentials[Keller, 1958; Carrier,
lateral
depthvariation.The x axisis takento lie along
1966; Nachbin and Papanicolaou,1992]. As shown
the
boundary
and points toward the head of the estuby severalstudies[e.g., LeBlond,1978;Prandle, 1985;
ary.
The
y
axis
lies alongthe open boundaryat x = 0.
Speerand Aubrey,1985;Parker, 1991],tidal wavemoA
single-frequency,
semidiurnaltide is imposedat the
tion in estuaries is often highly frictional. Wang and

Craig[1993]used-alinearfrictionalmodelfor the Hey mouth of the estuary. Both the amplitudeand the phase
of sea level variation at the mouth are assumed to be
Estuary (maximumwidth of 4 km) and solvedit analytically. The model,however(like other analyticmod- uniform acrossthe estuary and are specified.
We usethe depth-averaged,shallowwater momentum
els), assumedthat the estuaryhad rectangularcrossand
continuityequations[Li and O'Donnell,1997]:
sections,and the transversemomentum was neglected.
Consequently,the effect of the transversedepth variation and the transversestructure of the along-estuary

(•u

flow could not be resolved.

Ot

Depth variations acrossan estuary are found to be
crucial in determining the flushing time or residence

time [Li and O'Donnell,1997],whichisan importantindicator of ecologicalhealth and self-cleaningcapacityof

estuaries[Oliveiraand Baptista,1996].An accurateestimate on the flushingtime, on the other hand, requires
an accurate knowledgeof the intratidal flow field with
an adequate spatial resolution acrossthe estuary, which
often has a significanttransversedepth variation. It is
therefore of great interest to solvea frictional tidal wave

Ot

where u, v, (, h, x, y, t, •, f, and g are longitudinal velocity, lateral velocity, elevation,water depth, longitudinal
coordinate, lateral coordinate, time, friction coefficient,
Coriolis parameter, and the gravitational acceleration,
respectively. The friction coefficient• is defined by

1953;Parker,1984]
in an estuaryof transversedepth variation. Li [1996] [Proudman,
has presented some analytic solutionsof tidal wavesin
estuaries with variable depth in both horizontal directions, using a perturbation method. The drawback of a
perturbation method is the limitation on the degreeof
the depth variation. The perturbation solutionmay not
be convergentif the maximum depth differencewithin
the estuary is comparableto or greater than the mean
depth.
In this paper, we present a theory for cooscillating
tidal

motion

in tidal

rivers and shallow estuaries with

arbitrary lateral depth variations, without using a perturbation method. A simplification is made from the
fact that the tidal elevation across a narrow estuary
has a difference that is much smaller than the amplitude of the elevation, or the elevation is almost laterally
uniform. This assumptionis verified by examining the
lateral

derivative

of the surface elevation obtained

from

-

8CU0

(2)

whereCD and U0 are the bottom drag coefficientand
the magnitudeof the longitudinal
velocity,respectively.
The friction coefficient•, whichmay be a functionof
y, is dependent
on the velocityamplitudeandthe drag
coefficient. It will be shown later in this section that

the solutionallowsthe dragcoefficient
CD to be any
reasonablefunctionof y. In our study, we will use a
constant(7D for simplicity.Li [1996]hasdiscussed
in
depththe effectof a variablefrictioncoefficient
• on
tidal and subtidal flows. The results showed no fundamental

differences.

It can be shown,by a scalinganalysis,that the advectionterms,the cross-product
frictionalterms(i.e.,
•u•/h 2 and•v•/h2), andtheCoriolis
forcetermin the
along-channel
momentum
havehigherordersof mag-

the momentum balance. In section 2, we present the
analytic solution. In section 3, we calculate the solu- nitudes(thanotherterms)[e.g.,Li, 1996].The Corition for dozens of depth profiles and discussthe solu- olis forcein the transverse
momentum,on the other
tion regarding the effect of bathymetry on the strength hand, can be more important than the local acceleraof flow, tidal ellipses,transversevariation of elevation, tion (Ov/Ot). Thisis because
a typicalestuaryhasa
and vorticity. We then estimate the error of approxima- length(L) muchlargerthanitswidth(D), whichleads

tion and the transversegradient of the surfaceelevation.
In section 4, we discussthe propagation of the wave
and compare the results with some observationsusing
a shipborneacousticDoppler currentprofiler (ADCP)
in the James River Estuary. In section5, we summarize
the results.

to the scalingfUo/crVo•0 fL/crD (the ratio between

the Coriolis
forceandtransverse
localacceleration)
>>
1, whereU0 and V0 are the longitudinalandtransverse

velocityscales,respectively,
and cris the angularfrequencyof the tide. We will thereforekeepthe Coriolis

forcein thetransverse
momentum.
To keepthegener-
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ality of the solution, we will alsokeep the local accelerIn a studyby Friedrichsand Hamrick[1996],a simation Ov/•t. The linearizedequationsare then
ilar dynamicalbalancewas usedin whichthe pressure
gradient(OA/Ox) wasassumed
knownandindependent
of y. Li [1996]hasshownthat on the basisof a pertur-

(3)

bation solution, the lateral variation of tidal elevation
in an estuary or tidal river of a few kilometers wide is

very small comparedto that of the longitudinalvariation. We therefore assume that the lateral variation of

elevationis negligiblein the x- momentumand the continuity equations. The complexamplitude of the tidal
The depth is assumedto be a sufficiently smooth {.4evation
is thustakento be approximately
independent
(differentiable)but otherwisearbitrary functionof the of y, whichleadsto a dramaticsimplificationof the soluacross-estuaryposition:
tion. The validity of this approximationwill be verified
in section 3. It will also be shown in section 3.5 that the

h- h(y)

(4)

transversegradientof the elevationIOA/Oyl,obtained

(second
equation
of (6)), is inFor a single-frequencycooscillatingtide, the solution fromthe y- momentum
deed
very
small
in
the
present
problem
of
interest.
Note
can be expressedas
that similar approximations,which are justified by scalu- Ueiat,
v- Veiat,
•- Aeiat
(5) ing arguments,havebeenusedby Li [1996]and Li and
O'Donnell[1997]in the study of tidally inducedresidwhere cy,i, U, V, and A are the angular frequencyof the ual circulation. These studies produced results that are
tide,the unit imaginarynumberv/Z-1, the complexam- almostidenticalto thosefromexactsolutions[Li, 1996].
plitude of the longitudinalvelocity,the complexamplitude of the lateral velocity,and the complexamplitude
of the tidal elevation, respectively.

Substituting(5)into (3) yields

The

differences

between

the work of Friedrichs

and

Hamrick [1996]and the presentwork are that (1) the
former useda prescribedvaluefor O•/Ox, whereasthe
present work solves the problem in the context of a
cooscillating tidal wave, in which the pressure gradi-

ent is given by the solution,and (2) the former solved
the velocity field u(y,z) at one crosssectionin which

- -gxx OA

fi

icyV
+IV- -g•yy
- •V

(6)

z is the vertical coordinate, whereas the present work

solvesboth the tidal elevationand the depth-averaged
tidal velocity throughout the model domain. Note that
by assuminga known pressuregradient at a singleposition, the solution of Friedrichs and Hamrick was only
In the following,we use the first and third equations
valid at that position and could not demonstrate the
of (6), i.e., the x- momentumand the continuity,respectively,to solvefor U and A. The y- momentum characteristicsof a tidal wave (with incident and reequation will not need to be referred to again until we flectedwavecomponents),sincethe tidal elevationwas
not solved, while here our objective is to solvethe tidal

hOU OhV

icy
A+ •xx+ Oy - 0

solvefor OA/Oyto verifythe assumption
that OA/Oyis

small. For a cooscillatingtide problem, the tidal amplitude at the mouth is usually known. The longitudinal

wave problem.

In orderto solvefor A from the third equationof (6),
we
multiply (9) by h and then integrate the product
velocityat the head(x = L, a solidboundary)vanishes.
across
the estuaryfrom y = 0 to y = D, which yields
Since the side boundaries are parallel to each other and

the y axis is perpendicular to the side boundaries,the

lateral velocityat the sideboundaries(y = 0, D) must
be zero. Therefore the boundary conditions associated

with (6) are

gh

02A

_02A

foD
hOU- -foDicy+fi/hOx• dy• J--•5-x2
(10)

where
A x--O -- a,

OA
x=L

- O,

Vl•,=0,o- 0

(7)

(s)

O•A/Ox• in obtaining(10). The errorof the approximationof (10)is•O2IAAI/Ox•, whereAA isthemagnitude of the lateral variation of A. The relative error

istherefore
[02AA/Ox2[/[O2A/Ox2[
• [AA[/[A[,or the

OU
Ox

(11)

Note that we have neglectedthe lateral variation of

The first equationof (6) yields
g
OA
icy+ fi/h Ox

fo
D gh

icy+ fi/h Ox2

(9)

lateralvariationof A overthe amplitudeof A. Integrating the third equationof (6) acrossthe estuaryyields

23,528
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from whichthe magnitudeof OA/Oy can be calculated

_02A

ianD+ Y:•-•x
2- 0

(12) and used to

check the assumption that A is almost
laterally uniform. The solutions for A, U, and V,

Again,we haveusedthe assumption
that A is laterally i.e., equations(13), (15), and (19), are obtainedreindependentin obtaining(12). We havealsoapplied gardlessof the actual form of fi(y) and thereforeal-

(10) andtheboundary
condition
forV in (7). Equation low a variable CD across the estuary. Physical in(12) has a solutionsatisfyingthe boundaryconditions sightscan be obtained from the solution. For instance,
(7) for A:
from (15), the amplitudeof the along-channel
velocity
cos[co(x- L)]
A- a
(13) is IUI - ah/x/a2h2+/?2, wherea is a constant
with
cos(coL)

a unit of ms-2 at a givenx. It can be shownthat for
typicalshallowestuaries,
the largerh is, the largerIUI

in which
iaD

(14) will be, althoughthe relationshipis not linear, particularly at largeh (> 20 m). The dependence
of phaseof
along-channel
velocity
on
the
variation
of
water
depth
Consequently,
wehave,by virtueof (8), (9), and(13)
can
be
seen
from
the
function
-tan-l(ah/fi),
which
the solutionsfor U and the along-channel
gradientsof
A and U:
givesa largervaluefor a smallerh indicatingthat both
co2=

U-

g

ß

aco sin[co(x
- L)]

zrr+ •/h cos(coL)

dA

aco

g

aco2

= +

-

flood and ebb occur first at shallow water.

Note that

friction(fi) is crucialin determiningthesecharacteristics of tide: if • is zero,then both IUI and the phaseof
U will be independentof h. In section3, we will present
someexamplesfor the solutionobtainedhere. We will

dx=-cos(coL)
sin[co(x
- L)]
OU

(15)

(16)
gco2A

also estimate the error of the approximation.

- +

(lZ) 3. Results
Note that if either the depth function is dependent
In this section, different depth functions are applied
on x or the width D variesalongthe channel,the coef- to the solution obtained in section 2. The depth func-

ficientsof (12) will no longerbe constant.Forvariable tions are describedfirst, followedby a discussionof the
coefficients,
a generalexplicitsolutionfor (12) is not solution. Emphasis will be given to the effect of the
readilyobtainable.Fora constantdepth(h-const) and bathymetry. We will examinethe strengthof the flow,
exponentialwidth, an analyticsolutioncanbe derived, the tidal ellipses,the lateral variation of elevation,and

but it can not be extended to the casewhen the depth the vorticity, in relation to the depth distribution.
is variable. With a lengthybut straightforwardderivation, A, U, and their derivativescan be expressedin 3.1. Depth Functions
termsof their real and imaginaryparts (seeappendix).
For convenience,we present the depth functions in
Evidently, the lateral dependenceof U is dictated by
six groups. These functionsare chosenas examplesto
the formof h(y) asshownin (15). Fora constanth, the
study the effect of arbitrary transversedepth variations
solutionis the sameas that of previoustheories[e.g.,
with the emphasison the effect of channel-shoalconfigIppen and Harleman,1961; O•cer, 1976].Substituting
uration and bottom slopes. The width D is chosento

(17) into the third equationof (6) yields
gh• •
OhV
iaA + .
A+
= 0
• + •/h
Oy

be 2000 m for all six groupsof depth functions. The
first groupdefinessymmetricdepthprofiles(Figure la)

(18) representedby the followingequation:

h(y)= 5+ 3e-(y-D/•)•'/•'

which can be usedto solveV by integration with respect
to y:

V- -•1(•
iay+ ygh•2
i••/h dY
)A

(21)

in which y, D, and b are the transversecoordinate,the
estuary width, and a parameter that adjuststhe depth
profile, respectively.This function definesa depth profile with minimum and maximum depth valuesof 5 and
8 m, respectively. The value of b is between 100 and

(19)

It can be shown that for a constant h, V is identically

zero. It followsfrom the secondequationof (6) and (19)
that

1000m. For b = 100 m, (21) representsa flat shoalat
OA

Oy

=

1

+

g

+ fv]

_ ia+•/h
iay+•: ia•dy
gh
+ •/h
__

f

each side with a relatively deep funnel-shapedchannel

A

in the middle (the uppermostcurvein Figure la). For
b = 1000 m, (21) representsa simplev-shapedprofile
with no flat shoals(the lowestcurveof Figure la). The
secondgroup of depth functions is

OA

ia + •/h Ox
(20)

h(y)- 5+ 3e-(y-D/5)2/15ø•'
q-3e-(y-4D/5)•'/b•'
(22)
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Figure 1. (a-f) Depth (in meters)as a functionof transverse
distancey. Figuresla-lf correspondto the depthfunctionsdefinedin equations(21)-(26), respectively,
with givenparameter
ranges as describedin the text.

whichrepresents
two separatechannels
of 8 m deepand
a middle shoal with a minimum depth of 5 m (Figure lb). The valueof b is chosen
to vary from 100to
600 m. The third groupof depthfunctionsdefinestwo
channelsof differentdepths(8 and 5 m, respectively)
separatedby a shoalof 2 m (Figure lc), whichis expressedas

q-6e-(y-4D/5)
h(y)- 2q-3e-(y-D/5)2/b2

Dependingon the value of b, which we chooseto vary
from 100to 1000m, the depthdefinedby (25) decreases
either gradually or abruptly from a fiat channel to a

fiat shoal(Figure le). The sixth groupdefinestwo fiat
channelswith different depths on the two sides,which
are separatedby a shallowshoalwith a minimum depth
of 2-3 m in between(Figure lf). The analyticfunction
of this group is

(23)

with b varying from 100 to 600 m. The fourth group is
defined by

5+ 6e-(y-4D/5)•'/b•'(y_<4D/5)

h(y)
- 2+(D/5
3e-(y-D/5)•'/15ø•'
+6e-(y-4D/5)•'/f'
< y _<4D/5)
8

h(y)- 2+ 3e-(y-D/5)2/15ø2
q-6e-(y-yø)•'/3øø2
(24)
with Yovaryingfrom 0 to 0.95D (Figure ld). The variable yo results in a channel with variable axial position
acrossthe width. Therefore, for those valuesof yo that

(y > 4D/5)

(26)
in which b variesfrom 100 to 600 m. These depth functions are chosento represent various channel-shoalconfigurationsfoundin estuaries,and they allowvery steep
depth profiles that may cause some numerical models
to fail.

are awayfrom D/5, this depth functionproducestwo
channels.As yo becomescloserto D/5, the two chan- 3.2. Strength of Flow
nels tend to merge into one channel. The fifth group
definesdepth profiles with a fiat channel on one side

By applying the depth functions defined in section
3.1, we have calculatedthe solution. Tidal amplitude
at the mouth

h(y)- 8
2+

is chosen to be I m for all the calcu-

(y
(y>_<
DI2)
z/2) (2s)
amplitudeof v with the depthfunctionsdefinedby (21)-

lations. Figures 2-5 show the amplitude of u and the

23,530
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Figure 2. The distribution
of the amplitude
of longitudinal
velocity(m/s) withinthe model
of 2 km wide and 70 km long. (a, b) Distributionscorresponding
to depthfunctionsdefinedin

Figurela with b = 100and 1000m, respectively;
(c, d) distributions
corresponding
to depth
functionsdefinedin Figurelb with b = 100 and 600 m, respectively;
and (e, f) distributions
corresponding
to depthfunctionsdefinedin Figurelc with b = 100 and 600 m, respectively.

The amplitude of the transversevelocity component
(26). Depthfunctions
corresponding
to Figures2-5 are
has
a different responseto the bathymetry. Figures 4
thoseof the uppermostand lowermostcurvesof Figand
5 show the amplitude of v with the same depth
uresla-lf (i.e.,eithermaximum
or minimumvaluesof
functions
as those of Figures 2 and 3. For better vib or Y0forthe depthfunctions
areselected).
A distinct

feature of the flow is that the longitudinal velocity u

sualization,F•.gures6g-61showthe amplitudeof v at
the mouth for all the depth functions,just as in Figures6a-6f. From Figures4, 5, and 6g-61,we seethat the
transversevelocity is zero at the lateral boundaries,an
expectedresult. In addition,it is zeroor small(depend-

hasa largeramplitudein deeperwaterthan it doesin
shallower
water,andit decreases
fromthe mouthto the
head.The amplitudeof u is alsostronglyinfluenced
by
the rate of changeof depthacrossthe channel.The
in the middle
steeper
thechannel
is,thelargerthemaximum
valueof ingon whetherthe depthis symmetric)
of
the
channel,
and
its
maximum
occurs
at
the edgeof
theamplitude
ofu anditslateralshearwillbe (compare

Figure2awithFigure2b,Figure2cwithFigure2d,and the slopes,i.e., over the shoulderof the channels.The
Figure2ewithFigure2f). Thelateraldistribution
of variation of transversevelocity at the edgesof slopes

the amplitudeof u closelyfollowsthe depthfunction. may imply a tendencyto causeintratidal convergence
This can be better presentedwith a cross-channel
view or divergenceat theselocations.
of the amplitudeof u at the mouthfor all the depth
functions(Figures6a-6f). Obviously,
the magnitude3.3. Tidal Ellipses
of the longitudinal
velocityfollowsthe depthfunction.
The numberof maxima of the longitudinalflow equals
the number of depth maxima.

The discussionin section3.2 of the flow strength only
dealswith the amplitude of tidal velocity. The distri-

LI AND VALLE-LEVINSON: ANALYTIC TIDAL MODEL
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Figure 3. The distributionof the amplitudeof longitudinalvelocity(m/s) within the model
of 2 km wide and 70 km long. (a, b) Distributionscorresponding
to depth functionsdefined
in Figure ld with y0 = 0 and 0.95D, respectively;(c, d) distributionscorresponding
to depth
functionsdefinedin Figure le with b = 100 and 1000m, respectively;and (e, f) distributions
correspondingto depth functionsdefinedin Figure If with b = 100 and 600 m, respectively.

bution of the phase of the velocity provides information about the evolution of tidal velocity vectors in a
tidal cycleor the orientation, direction of rotation, and
the ellipticity of the tidal ellipses. Calculations show
that for all the depth functions considered,the phase
of the longitudinal flow in deep water always lags that
on the shoalsas predicted at the end of section 2 by a
direct analysis to the solution. Depending on the actual depth function, the phase lag can reach 200-30 ø

For a better visualization, the transverse velocity
has been exaggerated. For depth functions symmetric about a longitudinalaxis (Figure la), the tidal ellipsesare also symmetricabout the axis (Figures 7a
and 7b). For all depth functionsused,there are some
common characteristicsof the tidal ellipses. First, the
tidal ellipses are sensitive to the distribution of depth

In this section, we discussthe tidal ellipses. We show
schematicallythe senseof rotation and ellipticity of the
ellipsesand the flow vectorsat high tides for the depth

Second,a larger slopeof the bottom causesa larger variation in the ellipticity and the magnitudeof flow across
the slope(compareFigure 7e with Figure 7f, Figure 8c
with Figure 8d, and Figure 8e with Figure 80. Third,
the flow is closeto a progressivewave at the mouth but

(Figures7 and 8). For instance,when b changesfrom
100 to 600 m in (22), the senseof rotation of the tidal
(or 40-60 min) for a semidiurnaltide, comparableto ellipseschanges(compareFigure7cwith Figure7d), inpreviousobservations
[ Valle-Levinson
and Lwiza, 1995, dicatingthat the depthvariationhasa stronginfluence
1997].The distributionsof phaseand phasedifferences on phases. Similar results are obvious by comparing
among•, u, and v determinethe two-dimensional
(2-D) Figure 7e with Figure 7f, Figure 8a with Figure 8b,
structures of the tidal motion and flow characteristics.
Figure 8c with Figure 8d, and Figure 8e with Figure 8f.

functionsof (21)-(26) with maximumandminimumparameters

of selection.
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Figure 4. The distributionof the amplitudeof transversevelocity(m/s) within the modelof
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Figure la with b - 100 and 1000 m, respectively;(c, d) distributionscorresponding
to depth
functionsdefinedin Figure lb with b - 100 and 600 m, respectively;and (e, f) distributions
correspondingto depth functionsdefinedin Figure lc with b - 100 and 600 m, respectively.

a standingwaveat the head. This can be seenby the 3.4. Vorticity
positionof the circleson the ellipses:at the mouth,the
Becauseof strong bottom frictions in shallow estuflow at high tide is landward and closeto the maxiaries,
velocity potentials can not be used to formulate
mum strength,while in the interior, particularlyclose
the
governing
equationssincevorticity is expectedto be
to the head, the flow at high tide is closeto its minimum strength(Figures7 and 8). Fourth, when there important. In the present model, the longitudinal tidal
is a large lateral depth variationwith a relativelydeep velocity dominates over the transverse velocity as in

channeland a shallowshoal,there is a significantlateral most narrow estuaries. Therefore the vorticity approxvariation of phaseof the velocity,and the flow overshal- imately reflectsthe transverseshear of the longitudinal
velocity. Again, we only show the vorticity distribulow water reaches its maximum much earlier than that
tion
for the depth functionswith the steepestbottom
over deep water does. This can be seenby the circles
on the ellipsesovershallowwater (Figures7e-8f). This slopesof (21)-(26) (Figures9a-9f). In general,the vorto zero at the
phenomenonhas been observedat the ChesapeakeBay ticity is larger at the mouth and decreases

head.The maximummagnitude
of the vorticityis 10-4
s
-1
except
for
the
steepest
bottom
slopeswhereit can
[Valle-Levinson
and Lwiza,1995]. Fifth, the strongest
cross-isobathflow occursover the largest slopes(Fig- reach10-3-10-2 s-1 locally(Figure9). For the symMouth

and attributed

to the effect of bottom

ures 7e, 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8e).

friction

metric depth function (21), the vorticity is zero along
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the axis (Figure 9a) with the maximumvalueson the approximation introduces an error into the continuity
edgesof the bottom slopeand closeto zeroelsewherein which is used to solve the elevation. Therefore the elethe fiat region. Similarly,the magnitudeof the vorticity vationand thus the velocity(whichis obtainedin terms
overnonsymmetric
bathymetry(Figures9b-9f) is zero of elevation)all havethe sameorderof dynamicalerror.
or closeto zero in the deepchanneland reachesits maximum at the edgesof the bottom slopes.Like the other

Since the lateral

propertiesof the solution,vorticityis highly affectedby
the bathymetry. The largesttransverseshearof alongchannelvelocity occursat the edgesof large transverse
slopesof the bottom, producingthe largestvorticity locally. For gentler depth variations,the vorticity can be

tity and the amplitude of the elevation as the relative
error as discussedin section2. Figures 10a-10f showthe
relative error of the solution with the depth functions

variation

of elevation

is of the order of

(cg•/Oy)D, we can definethe ratio betweenthis quan-

definedin (21)-(26), whichis of the orderof 5 x 10-2,

or 5%. With a I m tidal amplitude, a 5% error is equivsmallerthan 10-4 s-• (not includedin Figure9) and alent to a lateral differenceof elevation of 5 cm, a small
spreadacrossthe width rather than being confinedto value compared to the tidal amplitude.
the region of large bottom slopes.
For wide estuaries, for instance D ,• 20 km, the lateral variationof elevationcan be largernot only because
3.5.
Error
Estimates
for the Model
of the effect of the bathymetry but also becauseof a
In order to find the solution, we have assumedthat more likely nonuniform forcing acrossthe width at the
the lateral variation of the elevation is small.
This
mouth. In addition, Coriolis force will becomemore im-
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onedepthfunction.(a-f) The amplitudeof longitudinal
velocity.(g-l) The amplitudeof the
transversevelocity.Figures6a-6f (or Figures6g-61)correspond
to the depthfunctionsdefined
in Figures la-lf,

respectively.

portant in the along-channelmomentum balanceas the
width becomescomparable to the deformation radius.
For thesereasons,the presentmodel is appropriateonly
for narrow

4.

estuaries.

model,usingthe estimatedCD andthe realbathymetry,
to whereobservationstook placein the JamesRiver Estuary.

4.1.

Comparison

With

Observations

Previousobservationsshowedsomebathymetricin-

Discussion

fluences on tidal flow in shallow estuaries similar to

We have presenteda solution of a 2-D tidal model thosepresentedby the solution.For instance,the study
for a narrow estuary with arbitrary lateral depth vari- of Jay andSmith[1990]indicatedthat the M2 tidal curation, and we have applied it to variousdepth profiles. rent amplitudein the ColumbiaRiver Estuaryis larger
Now we will further

discuss the solution.

We will com-

pare model resultsto someobservationsobtainedin the
James River Estuary. We will fit the data to the phase
of the longitudinalmomentumequationto estimatethe
bottom drag coefficient,and we will apply the analytic

at the mouth and decreases toward the head.

Acous-

tic Dopplercurrentprofiler(ADCP) observations
in the
lowerChesapeake
Bay [Valle-Levinson
andLwiza,1995,

1997]andthebayentrance
[Valle-Levinson
et al., 1998]
showedthat the semidiurnaltidal velocityamplitude
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Figure ?. Tidal ellipseswith the depth functionsdefinedin equations(21)-(23). The circles
indicate the positionof the velocityvector at high tide (when the elevationis at its maximum
value). The solidellipsesrepresentcounterclockwise
rotation, and the dashedellipsesrepresent
clockwiserotation of the velocity vector. The depth contoursare shownby dashedstraight lines.

(a) The depth functionis equation(21) and b - 100 m. (b) b - 1000 m. (c) The sameas
Figure7a exceptthat the depthfunctionin equation(22) is used. (d) The sameas Figure 7c
exceptthat b = 600 m. (e) The sameas Figures7a and 7c exceptthat equation(23) is usedas
the depth function. (f) The sameas Figure 7e exceptthat b = 600 m.

washigher
in thenavigational
channels
(0.5-0.6ms-i )
and weaker(0.3 ms-i ) overthe shoals.The flowin

ure lla) throughouttwo spring(October26-27) and
two neaptidal cycles(November2-3) in 1996. The pro-

the channelsalso exhibited lags in phasecomparedto files were obtained during 25-hour cruiseswith a 600
the adjacentshoalsby -• 30ø or 1 hour. Theseresults kHz broadband RD Instruments' ADCP. The ADCP
are consistentwith the present analytic model. Next, wasmountedlookingdownwardon a small(roughly1.2
we will show more observational evidence in the James

m long)catamaranand towedat 2.5 ms-1 to the side

of a small boat. The ADCP recorded profiles of velocRiver Estuary.
Velocityprofilesweresampledalongtwo cross-estuary,ities which were averaged over 30 s intervals and gave
4- km longtransectsin the lowerJamesRiver (Fig- a horizontal spatial resolution of -• 75 m. The vertical
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Figure 8. Tidal ellipses. (a) The sameas Figure 7 exceptthat here the depth functionis
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Figure7a exceptthat equation(25) is usedfor the depthfunction.(d) The sameas Figure8c
exceptthat b = 1000m. (e) The sameas Figure8c exceptthat equation(26) is usedfor the
depthfunction.(f) The sameas Figure8e exceptthat b - 600 m.

resolutionwas 0.5 m, and the closestbin to the surface each depth consistedof 20 values for the spring tide
cruise and 17 values for the neap tide cruise. These
was located at 0- 2 m below the surface. Compass calibration and data correction were performed following time seriesspannedtwo tidal cyclesand were subject to
Joyce[1989]. Navigationwascarriedout with differ- least- squaresharmonic analysison the semidiurnaland
ential GlobalPositioningSystem(GPS). In additionto diurnal frequencies[e.g., Valle-Levinson
et al., 1998].
The
analysis
yielded
the
across-estuary
distribution
of
the underwaysampling,whichprovidedspatialcoverthe
semidiurnal
tidal
current
amplitude
shown
in
Figage,mooreddigiquartzpressure
sensors
(SeaBirdSBE
26)weredeployed
at bothendsofonetransect
andval- ure 12. The along-estuarytidal current amplitude was
idated the assumptionof small cross-estuary
variations clearly influenced by bathymetry as explained by the
of surfaceelevation(• 5%) relativeto the tidal ampli- analytic solution. Greatest values were found in the

tude (Figure11b). The time seriesof currentveloc- channel, and weakest values were seen over the shoals.
ity recorded
at eachpointalongeachtransectandat The small channel to the southwestof transect 1, pot-
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trayingbathymetrysimilarto that of Figurel c, showed Taking ½A• and • as two unknowns,we may find their
a local maximum in tidal current amplitude, similar to valuesby fitting (27) to the observed
phaseof the depthaveraged
tidal
velocity
using
a
leastsquaresmethod.
the analyticsolutionpresentedin Figures2-3.
We
then
use
the
obtained
•
to
calculate
the drag coTo quantitativelycomparethe modelresultswith the
efficient
from
(2).
This
method
is
more
dynamically
observations,
wenowusethe actualbathymetry(depth
function acrossthe two transects)and apply the ana- orientedthan a simplescaling[Godfrey,1980]and simlytic modelto both transectsat springand neaptides. pler than the adjoint numericalmethod[e.g., Ullman
obtainedby
For simplicity,we assumea constantdrag coefficient, and Wilson,1998]. The drag coefficients
are1.5x10-3 and1.8x10-3 forthespring
whichcan be estimatedfrom the phaserelationof (8). thisapproach
and neap tides, respectively.The drag coefficientsare
By virtue of (8), we havethe phaserelationship
then used with the analytic model. It shouldbe noted

½v = ,½,B
+ ,•,.,4,,,

that Wang and Craig [1993]alsouseda fitting tech-

nique to estimate parametersof friction, but they used
the solution of a simplified model and were thus lim-g/(icr + fi/h), andOA/Ox,respectively.
Sinceweare
interestedin narrow estuariesin which the length scale ited to the specificsolution. In contrast,here we only

in which½u, ½B,and ½• are the phasevaluesfor U,

use the momentum balance. Therefore the method pre-

of the depthvariationis muchsmallerthan the length
scaleof the phasevariationof the along-channel
pres- sented here is not limited to the simple geometry and
suregradientacross
the channel,½• canbe considereddepth functionswe have chosen. The comparisonbetween the model-producedtidal amplitude and phase
as a constantalonga transect.The valuefor ½s is

___

and those of the observationsis shown in Figures 1315. The model has reproducedthe observedfeatures

of tidal amplitudeand phaseas functionsof the water
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Figure 10. Maximumrelativeerror of the model(percent),I(O•/Oy)/(a/D)l, whichis proportional to the transversegradientof surfaceelevation.(a-f) Maximumrelativeerrorscorresponding to the depth functionsdefinedby (21)-(26), respectively.The maximumrelativeerror is of
the order of 5%.

depth.Particularly,
the observed
increase
of amplitude by the magnitudeof (O(/Oy)/((/D) is -- 2.5%. This
of the along-channel
velocitywith the increase
of wa- valueis smallerthan the observedvalueof •0 5% (Figter depthissimilarto that shown
bythemodel(Figure ure l lb), a fact that may be related to all sourcesof
13). The rate of increase
decreases
asdepthincreases,errors not included in the model.
as mentioned at the end of section 2. The observed

transverse
phasedifference
of the along-channel
veloc- 4.2. Significance of This Work
ity hadthe sameorderof magnitude
asthat predicted This work presentsa seriesof steps and approximaby the model(Figure14): about300-40ø, or roughly tions that allow the depth-averagedtidal velocity to be
I hour in time. The phaseof along-channelvelocity

resolved

at shallow water leads that at deep water. The am-

is obtained from a complete set of dynamic equations

in a two-dimensional

domain.

The

solution

plitudeof the transverse
velocityfromthe observation for a tidal wave and doesnot need to specifythe presappearedto be largerthan the modelresult(Figure sure gradient as in the work of Friedrichs and Hamrick
15a). The observed
phase(20ø) of thetransverse
veloc- [1996].In addition,the solutionfor the transversevelocity is largerthan the modelresult(15ø) but otherwiseity is obtained by integrationof the continuityequation,
with the sametrend (Figure 15b). The quantitative which makes the results insensitive to the form of the
agreement
demonstrates
that the model,althoughsim- transverse momentum balance. The method allows an
ple in dynamics,represented
the main tidal properties arbitrary lateral depth variation in a two-dimensional
well. We also note that there are apparent discrepan- model. As a result, this solution providesa convenient
ciesbetween the model and observations,particularly in way to study the effectsof arbitrary lateral depth varithe amplitudeof the transverse
velocity.This couldbe ation on the tidal current. Variable depth functions
causedby the oversimplification
of the model. For ex- usually make the problem too complicated to allow an
ample,herewe are usinga constantdragcoefficient.
In analytic solution to be obtained in a simple way. For
reality,the dragcoefficient
canbe a functionof position. an arbitrary depth function, it often becomesevenmore
In addition, stratification,meanderingof the channel, remote to permit an analytic solutionwithout a simplialong-estuary
variationof the bathymetry,and advec- fication. In a numericalmodel, a strong bottom slope
tion of momentum are neglectedin our model. The such as those represented by the functions used here
errors of the momentum and continuity equations are (Figuresla-lf) may causeconvergence
problems.This

again due to the approximationtaking • as indepen- analytic solution can also be useful for testing of nudent of y. The estimatedmaximumrelativeerror for mericalmodels[e.g., Thacker,1981; Lynch and Gray,
the simplifiedJamesRiver Estuary model,as defined 1978;Chen,1989]. Sincethe presentsolutionallowsat-
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transects.(b) Timeseries
of transverse
variation
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of the elevation)obtainedfrom two pressuresensors
acrossthe
JamesRiver in 2 months.For better visualization,
only onemonthdata representative
of the

whole record are shown.

bitrary depth functions,it may be particularly valuable eral variation of elevation calculated from this solution
for testing of high-ordernumericalmodelswith large is indeedsmall (•0 5% of the tidal amplitude). The
model is in contrast to that of Friedrichs and Hamrick
depth gradients.

[1996]in whichthe along-channel
pressure
gradientwas
prescribed,rather than being part of the solution. This

5. Summary
We have presented a solution for a two-dimensional

depth-averagedmodel of tidal motion in narrow estuaries with arbitrary lateral depth variations. The solution
is obtained by assumingthat the lateral variation of the
surface elevation

is small in narrow

estuaries.

The lat-

modelresolvesthe tidal wavepropagationand velocity
field in a two-dimensional
domain,rather than along
a singlesection[FriedrichsandHamrick,1996]. Combined with the along-channel
momentumequation,a
cross-channel
integrationof the continuityhighly simplifiesthe mathematicsfor the tidal elevationand, at
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the same time, allows an arbitrary depth function. The
solution is compact and easyto apply to different depth
functions.

It should be emphasized that the tidal elevation is
solved without using the transversemomentum equation. The transversevelocity is obtained from continuity. The transverse momentum equation is only used
to check the validity of the uniformity assumptionfor

in the channels and on the sidesbut is relatively large

on the edgesof the maximumbottom slopes.The tidal
ellipsesare also sensitiveto the depth variation. At
the mouth, the flow behaves as a progressiveor partially progressivewave and at the head as a standing
wave. The vorticity of the flow is greatest where depth

changes
mostdramatically
andcanreach10-3 andeven
10-2 s-• oververy largedepthslopes.This shearflow

the elevation.As a result, only OA/Oy is cruciallysen-

should therefore contribute to increase the dispersion

sitive to the precise form of the cross-channelbalance.
This approach makes the solution not sensitive to the

ment.

transverse

of 5%, the solution satisfiesboth momentumand mass

momentum

balance.

Dozensof depthfunctionsin six groupswith various

coefficient,a subject that we have omitted for the moIt is found that

with

a maximum

relative

error

balances.

ADCP observationsalong two transectsof -• 4 km
in
the James River Estuary during two cruisesin 1996
lution. The velocityfieldis highlycorrelated
with the
showed
characteristicssimilar to those of the analytic
depthvariations.The longitudinalvelocityis stronger
solution.
By fitting the observedphase of the semidiat the mouth than it is in the interior and stronger in
urnal
tide
to the phase relationship of the longitudinal
deepwatersthan it is overthe shoals.The transverse
momentum
equation, we estimated the bottom drag covelocityhasweaklongitudinal
variabilityandis small

degrees
ofbottomslopes
areapplied
to calculate
theso-
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velocity as a function of depth. The solid curves are
respectively.(a) Springtides. (b) Neap tides.
from the model. The stars are from observations at the
first transect.

efficientto be 1.5 x10-3 and 1.8 x 10-3 for the spring
and neaptides, respectively.This methodof drag coefficient estimation is much simpler than the traditional

adjoint numericalmodelingtechnique.Usingthesevaluesof dragcoefficientand the real bathymetryalongthe

Appendix-

The Solution Expressed in

Detail

In this appendix, we will expressthe solution in detail so that the real and imaginary parts are separated.
the analytical solutionwhich showedremarkableagree- It should be noted, however, that with some software

two transectsin the James River Estuary, we calculated

ment with observations.The relativeerror (or the ratio

(e.g., MATLAB) the solutionin its complexform can
be calculateddirectly without separatingthe real and
elevation)of the simplifiedJamesRiver Estuary model imaginary parts. Nevertheless,this appendix is preis about 2.5%. Two months of time series data from
sentedhere for completeness.It can be shown,by a
pressuresensorsat two sidesof the JamesRiver Estu- straightforward mathematical derivation, that the comary showedsmalltransversedifferenceof elevation(•
plex form of the solutionfor A can be expressedas
5%). The slightlyhigher-than-theoryvalueof the trans-

between the transverse

difference of elevation

and the

versedifferencein elevation could be causedby the curvature of the coastlines and other factors which are not

included in the present model.
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where/3, ho, h, c•, and D are the linear friction coefficient,the transversemeandepth, the depthfunction,
the angulartidal frequency,and the width of the estuary, respectively.A dimensionless
versionof (A1) can
be obtainedby dividingby a. In (A1), there are two
parameters:(1) the ratio betweenthe frictionless
wave-

lengthscale•0 andthe lengthof the modelœand (2)
the ratio between the tidal time-scale c•-1 and the fric-
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